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AstridSunday "Disservice" - "Cancellation of licenses"
============================== 1. All rights to
music and all works belong to their authors! 2. Using other
people's melodies and using other people's music is allowed

only for high-quality, proven compositions. 3. The use of lyrics
is allowed only if this is done in agreement with the copyright
holders. 4. It is prohibited to conduct any commercial activity
on the use of phonograms, except for those cases when the use
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of a phonogram for commercial purposes is deliberately
prohibited by the author of the music.

====================== 5. You can place your work on
the site absolutely free of charge, however, after placing it on
the sites http With Eduardo Pacseco, Yamila Reina, Noelia

Arias, Julio GonzÃ¡lez Littin.n An erotic comedy series about
infidelity and misc..n Filming took place in an Argentine city

Laguna del Sol, on the island of Margarita, in the city of
Ushuaia and in the Barranco metropolitan area.n For season 3

so far 12 episodes.n Continuation of the series "Infidel".n
Season 2. The action takes place in the Barranca intercity bus N

9.n One of the main characters of the series "Spouses". They
write that "Twilight" is a series with a unique film crew that has
experience in creating interesting television series.n The series
does not respond to ideas based on beauty and flirting. These
are dummies created artificially. "Dusk" is a cover version of
the plot of the popular Canadian television series "Scandal".
According to one version, the name "Nellie" is the name of a
popular song by the Blondie group. n The heroes of the series

live in different places, in completely different environments.n
â€œCombinationâ€� is what they say about Silveria.n

â€œItâ€™s amazing,â€� said producer Juan Rambo Ruiz,
â€œthat we have such a strong team.â€�n Repeat credits
accompany each episode.n The series slogan â€œIn any

incomprehensible situation, think of your wife.â€�n Directed
by Juan Perez Deliancore.n Starring Martin Romero, Cynthia

Rodriguez, Marcos Sia, Yamara Mahmoudi.n It became known
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that in the third season of the series "Indecent behavior"
("Being Lesbi"), the second part will be released on TV screens
On May 16, 2009, it became known that in the third season of
Santa Barbara, 5 new episodes will be presented on television,

which will be released no earlier than January 2010. The first of
them was shown on May 21, 2009. The second one is July 10,
2009. In 2009, 8 Desperate Housewives DVDs went on sale (7
copies, 1 disc contains 8 episodes), but the 2nd DVD edition

had 10 new episodes. In March 201
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